
All the power you need
– without ever
disturbing the  sh
Yamaha Electric Drives are the most environment-

friendly way to power your small boat when you’re out

relaxing on the water.

With these neat units, relaxation is the key. There is

almost no noise and certainly no exhaust fumes, so you

never have to worry about anything disturbing you – or

about disturbing anything else, because for keen

 shermen and lovers of nature that's the added bonus: a

Yamaha Electric Drive won’t scare wildlife away. So you

can make the most of your day in the great outdoors.

Powered by a compact 12-Volt battery, your Yamaha

Electric Drive is ultra-portable. Which also makes them

perfect for a small tender or dinghy.

Very simple and light to carry about -

and to  t

Surprisingly powerful - but easy to

control

Tough construction and dependable

12-Volt motor

Almost indestructible composite prop

shaft

Power propeller resists weeds and

trailing debris

Quick-Cam Depth Adjuster - easy prop

depth control

Extremely friendly to the environment

Telescoping Tiller
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Indestructible composite shaft

Our ultra-high-yield composite shafts are

stronger then steel, virtually

indestructible and  ex on impact, before

returning to their original position. They

won't kink, break, rust or corrode.

Smooth, cool and quiet power

The extra-large windings and

commutators dissipate heat, resulting in

cooler operation, extended battery power

and longer motor life, while the unique

bearing system reduces friction to cut

 sh-spooking noise. You'll be so quiet,

they'll never hear you coming.

Power Props

Delivers extra power to push through heavy

vegetation.

A really tough little power
partner

As well as its indestructible (almost)

composite shaft, the great little M12

outboard is tough in every other sense too

- from its hard-working, permanent

magnet 12-Volt motor and its hard-

wearing, weed-resistant power propeller

right down as far as its hard-to-damage

casing. In short, it goes where you go.

With no drama.
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Electric-Drive Technical specs

Amp Draw 30
Voltage 12
Mount Feature [LeverLock]
Max Thrust (kg) 13.6
Speeds (FWD/REV) 5 FWD/3 REV
Digital Maximizer False
Shaft Length 762 mm
Battery Meter False
Control Telescoping Tiller
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